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Abstract. A three-party password-based authenticated key exchange (3PAKE) protocol is an important 

cryptographic primitive which allows two entities to establish a session key with the help of a trusted server through an 

insecure channel. Recently, Farash and Attari (Information Technology and Control 43(2), 143-150, 2014) presented 

an improved 3PAKE protocol to erase the security flaws found in Tallapally’s 3PAKE protocol (Information 

Technology and Control 41(1), 15-22, 2012). They claimed that their improved protocol could withstand many security 

attacks. However, we identified that Farash and Attari’s protocol was still sensitive to the off-line password guessing 

attack which directly resulted in defencelessness to the impersonation attack. In order to cope with the loopholes of 

Farash and Attari’s protocol, we proposed a modified 3PAKE protocol without using smart cards for wireless 

communications. We demonstrate that the proposed protocol can mitigate all the problems of the protocol of Farash 

and Attari and possess more security properties. In addition, we make a comparison among the proposed protocol and 

the other related protocols regarding the performance and security properties. 
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1. Introduction 

With the rapid development of wireless 

communication, various portable devices (mobile 

phone, Laptop, USB thumb drives and PDAs.) have 

dramatically increased to provide a more convenient 

life to people. People can roam freely and use mobile 

services almost everywhere. However, open access to 

wireless services for wireless environment has raised a 

number of security concerns. Authenticated key 
exchange (AKE) protocols were proposed to 

authenticate the identities of entities involved in the 

open communication. Password-based authenticated 

key exchange (PAKE) protocol is a type of AKE 

protocols. It is where two or more parties, based only 

on their knowledge of a password, establish a session 

key by messages exchange, thus preventing an 

unauthorized entity from participating in the protocol. 

Hitherto, PAKE is widely applied because of its 

simplicity, convenience, adaptability, mobility, and 

less hardware requirement [1]. 
Bellovin and Merritt [2] proposed the first two-

party authenticated key exchange (2PAKE) protocol 

which is employed to establish a session key between 

two communication parties. After that, numerous 

2PAKE protocols were presented for different 

communication environments [3-12]. However, 

2PAKE protocols cannot be applied in large-scale 

peer-to-peer architecture since each user must store a 

different password for each partner it communicates 

with which may strain the storage capacity of the 

users. Subsequently, researchers provided three-party 

authenticated key exchange (3PAKE) to conquer this 

problem effectively [13-19]. In 2009, Huang [20] 

proposed a 3PAKE protocol without using smart cards 

in the hope that the proposed scheme was secure 

against various attacks. Unfortunately, Tallapaly [21] 

pointed out that the protocol proposed by Huang was 

prone to suffer from undetectable online password 

guessing attack. In order to thwart security attack 

found in Huang, Tallapaly developed an enhanced 

3PAKE protocol which requires only four message 

transmission rounds. Nevertheless, Farash and Attari 

[22] observed that Tallapally’s protocol was still 

vulnerable to undetectable online password guessing 

and off-line password guessing attacks. Farash and 

Attari then proposed their modified protocol based on 

Tallapally’s protocol and claimed that their protocol 

was immune to many kinds of security attacks. 
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In this paper, we focus on the protocol provided by 

Farash and Attari. We found that the protocol was still 

insecure against off-line password guessing attack 

which directly resulted in defencelessness to the 

impersonation attack. In order to cope with the 

loopholes of Farash and Attari’s protocol, we 

proposed a modified 3PAKE protocol without using 

smart cards for wireless communications. We 

demonstrate that the proposed protocol can mitigate 

all the problems of the scheme of Farash and Attari’s 

protocol and possess more security properties. In 

addition, we make a comparison between the proposed 

protocol and the other related protocols regarding the 

performance and security properties. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as 

follows. Section 2 and Section 3 review and analyze 

Farash and Attari’s protocol. Section 4 presents our 

proposed protocol. Section 5 analyzes the proposed 

protocol. The performance and security properties 

comparison among the proposed protocol and other 

related schemes are shown in Section 6. Section 7 is a 

brief conclusion. 

2. Review of Farash and Attari’s protocol 

In this section, we briefly review Farash and 

Attari’s 3PAKE protocol. First, in Table 1, we 

introduce some notations used in this paper. 

Table 1. Notations 

Notation Description 

𝐴, 𝐵 Users 

𝑆 Server 

𝑝𝑤𝑛  The password of 𝑛 

𝑝, 𝑞 Large prime numbers, where 𝑞 = 2𝑝 − 1 

g  A generator of 𝐺 

𝑍𝑞 The ring of integers modulo𝑞 

𝑍𝑞
∗ The multiplicative group of 𝑍𝑞 

𝐹𝑠(∙) A trapdoor function 

ℎ(∙) A one-way hash function 

⊕ Exclusive-or operation 

∥ Concatenation operation 

 

1) 𝐴  randomly selects 𝑥 , *

pa Zr  , and computes 

qBApwhg a

x

a mod),,(R  .Then, he sends the 

message  aRBA ,,  to  𝑆 . Similarly, 𝐵  also 

generates two random numbers y , *

pb Zr  , and 

computes qBApwhg b

y

b mod),,(R  . 𝐵  sends 

 bRBA ,,  to 𝑆. 

2) Upon receiving the messages, 𝑆  first computes 

qBpwAhRR aaa mod)||||('  , and 

qBpwAhRR bbb mod)||||('  . After that, 𝑆 

selects a random number *

pZz  and computes, 

qRK z

asa mod)( ' , qRK z

bsb mod)( ' , 

)||0||||||||( SBKApwhZ saaa  , qgT z

s mod , 

)||||||||0||( SABKpwhZ sbbb  . Finally, 𝑆  sends 

back the message  sa TZ , and  sb TZ ,  to 𝐴 and𝐵 , 

respectively. 

3) After receiving the message, 𝐴  computes,

qTK x

sas mod)(  and checks whether 
aa ZZ

?
'  . If 

holds, 𝐴 computes 
saasa TpwKBAhV ||0||||||||(  

)|| S  and sends 
aV  to  𝑆 . Simultaneously, once 

receiving the message, 𝐵 also computes 

qNK y

sbs mod)(  and verifies whether

)0||||||||(
?

BKApwhZ sbbb  . If it is correct, 𝑆  is 

authenticated. Then, 𝐵  computes 
bsb KBAhV ||||(  

)||||0|||| STpw sb
 and sends 

bV  to 𝑆. 

4) When receiving the messages, 𝑆  checks  

whether )||||0||||||||(
?

STpwKBAhV saasa   and 

)||||0||||||||(
?

STpwKBAhV sbbsb  . If hold, 𝑆 

computes )||||||||||1( asasba pwKSBAhKX   

and )||||||||||1( bsbsab pwKSBAhKX  . Then, 

𝑆 sends 
aX  and 

bX  to 𝐴 and 𝐵, respectively. 

5) When receiving the message, 𝐴  

computes )1||||||||||(X SpwKBAhK aasasb  , 

qKK x

sbab mod)( , )||( AKhS aba   and sends 

aS  to 𝐵 . Simultaneously, 𝐵 computes 

)1||||||||||(X SpwKBAhK bbsbsa  ,

qKK y

saba mod)( , )||( BKhS bab   and sends 

bS  to A . 

6) Finally, 𝐴  and 𝐵  check the correctness of 
bS  and 

aS  and respectively compute the session key

)||||||||||( bsabas KKKSBAhsk  .  

3. Security analysis of Farash and Attari’s 

protocol 

In this section, we analyze the protocol proposed 

by Farash and Attari. The following attacks are based 

on the assumption that a malicious adversary has 

totally supervised the communication channel and has 

the capacity to intercept, insert, delete, refresh or 

update any information delivered in the public channel 

[23]. 

3.1. Off-line password guessing attack 

Assume𝐴  is a malicious user. He can obtain the 

password of the real user 𝐴  by performing the 

following process. 

1) 𝐴  guesses a password '

apw and computes 

),,( ' BApwhgR a

x

a  , where 𝑥 is a random 
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number of  𝐴 . Finally, 𝐴  submits  aRBA ,,  and 

 bRAB ,,  to 𝑆. 

2) When receiving the messages, 𝑆  computes 

),,(' BApwhRR aaa  , ),,(' BApwhRR bbb  . 

After that, 𝑆  generates a random number *

qZz  

and computes the values z

s gT  ,  zasa RK ' , 

 zbsb RK ' , ),,,,,0( saaa KpwSBAhZ   and 

),,,,,0( sbbb KpwSBAhZ  . Then, 𝑆  sends back 

 as ZT , and  bs ZT ,  to 𝐴 and 𝐵, respectively. 

3) When A  receives the message, he computes 

 x

sas TK   at first. 𝐴 then checks whether 

aasa ZKpwSBAh
?

' ),,,,,0(  . If the equation is 

true, A  has guessed the correct password; 

Otherwise, he continues to guess a candidate 

password and repeat 1)-3) until he succeeds.  

3.2. Impersonation attack 

As described in the previous subsection, when an 

adversary got the password of one of the entities, he 

could easily impersonate as the legal user to cheat the 

server. The details will follow. 

1) Assume 𝐴’s password is leaked. The adversary 𝐴 

generates a random number 
'x , computes 

),,(
'

BApwhgR a

x

a  , and sends  aRBA ,,  and 

 bRAB ,,  to 𝑆. 

2) After receiving the message, 𝑆  performs the 

original protocol in their scheme without detecting 

𝐴  who is actually a disguiser. Finally, 𝑆 

respectively delivers  as ZT ,  and  bs ZT ,  to 𝐴 and 

𝐵. 

3) When receiving the message, the adversary first 

checks the correctness of 
aZ . If it holds, he 

computes ),,,,,( sasaa TKpwSBAhV  ,  and sends 

aV and 
bV  to 𝑆. 

4) After receiving the message, 𝑆 surely verifies the 

correctness of 
aV  since all the values indeed come 

from 𝐴 . Then, 𝑆  computes ,,1( AhKX sba   

),,, asa pwSKB , ),,,,,1( bsbsab pwSKBAhKX 

and sends 
aX  and 

bX  to 𝐴 and 𝐵, respectively. 

5) When receiving the message, 𝐴  computes 

),,,,,1('

asasb KpwSBAhK  , ),( AKhS aba  , 

xyzx

sbab gKK  )( ' , ),( BKhS abb   and the 

session key ),,,,,( absbas KKKSBAhsk  . That is, 

𝐴  successfully has been authenticated by the 

server. 

4. The proposed protocol 

In this section, we introduce our enhanced protocol 

which inherits the merits and remedies the weaknesses 

of Farash and Attari’s protocol. The proposed protocol 

is shown in Fig. 1. 

1) A  chooses two random numbers 𝑥 , *

pa Zr   and 

computes 
saa rpwhH  )( , )||||( ArpwhV aaa  , 

and qVgR a

x

a mod .𝐴  sends  ARVH aaa ,,,  to 

𝑆. Similarly, 𝐵 also generates two random numbers 

𝑦 , *

pb Zr   and calculates the values

bbb rpwhH  )( , )||||( BrpwhV bbb   and 

qVgR b

y

b mod . 𝐵 sends  BRVH bbb ,,,  to 𝑆. 

2) When receiving the messages, 𝑆  first derives the 

two random numbers 
ar  and

br  using the known 

passwords 
apw  and 

bpw . Then, 𝑆  verifies 

whether )||||( aa rpwAh  and )||||( bb rpwBh are 

equal to the received 
aV  and 

bV , respectively. If 

hold, 𝑆  computes )||||('

aaaa rpwAhRR  , and

)||||('

bbbb rpwAhRR  . After that, 𝑆  selects a 

random number *

pZz  and computes 

qgN z

s mod , qRK z

asa mod)( ' , 

qRK z

bsb mod)( ' , )||||||( AKrpwhT saaaa  , 

)||||||( BKrpwhT sbbbb  . Finally, 𝑆  sends back 

the messages  sa NBT ,, and  ANT sb ,,  to 𝐴  and 

𝐵, respectively. 

3) Upon receiving the message, 𝐴  computes 

qNK x

sas mod)(  and verifies whether 

)||||||(
?

AKrpwhT asaaa  . If the equation is true, 𝐴 

computes )||||||||( aaasa rpwKBAhW   and sends 

 aWA,  to 𝑆. Simultaneously, when receiving the 

message, 𝐵  also computes qNK y

sbs mod)(  and 

checks whether )||||||(
?

BKrpwhT bsbbb  . If the 

equation is true, 𝐵  computes ||||( BAhWb   

)|||| bbbs rpwK  and sends  bWB,  to 𝑆. 

4) Once receiving the messages, 𝑆  checks whether 

)||||||||(
?

aaasa rpwKBAhW   and 

)||||||||(
?

bbbsb rpwKBAhW  . If hold, 𝑆  computes 

)||||||||( bbsbsab rpwKBAhKU  . Finally, 𝑆 

sends 
aU  and respectively 

bU  to 𝐴 and 𝐵. 

5) After receiving the message, 𝐴  computes 

)||||||||( aasaasb rpwKBAhUK  , 

qKsk x

sb mod)( , and )||||( BAskhAa  . 
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(7) Check

,)||||||||(

,)||||||||(

?

?

bbbsb

aaasa

rpwKBAhW

rpwKBAhW





Comput
e

),||||||||(=

),||||||||(=

bbsbsab

aasasba

rpwKBAhKU

rpwKBAhKU





A S B

Check

Compute

(1)  Generate ,, *

pa Zxr 

,)(= aaa rpwhH 

.

),||||(=

a

x

a

aaa

VgR

ArpwhV
i



(3)Comput
e

),(

),(

bbb

aaa

pwhHr

pwhHr





),||||(

),||||(

?

?

BrpwhV

ArpwhV

bbb

aaa





Compute

.

,

'

'

x

bb

x

aa

gRR

gRR





Compute

  Generate ,*

pZz

,)(

,)(,=

'

'

z

bsb

z

asa

z

s

RK

RKgN





),||||||(=

),||||||(=

sbbbb

saaaa

KBrpwhT

KArpwhT

i

i

sa NBT ,,)4(

Compute

(5) Compute

.)||||||||(= bbbsb rpwKBAhW

,)(= y

sbs NK

),||||||(
?

' BKrpwhT bsbbb Check

Compute

(1)  Generate ,, *

pb Zyr 

,)(= bbb rpwhH 

.

),||||(=

b

x

b

bbb

VgR

BrpwhV
i

BRVH bbb ,,,)2(

BWb ,)6(

sb NAT ,,)4(

bU)8(aU)8(

Compute

(5) Compute

.)||||||||(= aaasa rpwKBAhW

,)(= x

sas NK

),||||||(
?

' AKrpwhT asaaa Check

(9) Compute

),||||||||(= aasaasb rpwKBAhUK 

).||||(,)( BAskhAKsk a

x

sb 

ARVH aaa ,,,)2(

AWa ,)6(

(9) Compute

),||||||||(= bbsbbsa rpwKBAhUK 

).||||(,)( BAskhAKsk b

y

sa AAa ,)10(

BAb ,)10(

xyzgsk )(

 

Figure 1. The proposed protocol 

 

Then, 𝐴  sends 
aA  to 𝐵 . Upon receiving the 

message, 𝐵  retrieves 
saK  by computing 

)||||||||( bbsbb rpwKBAhU   and then computes

y

saKsk )( , )||||( BAskhAb  . 

Finally, 𝐵 sends 
aA  to 𝐴. 

6) After receiving the message, 𝐴  and 𝐵  verify the 

correctness of 
bA  and respectively 

aA . If they 

respectively hold, 𝐴  and 𝐵  successfully agree on 

the session key xyzgsk )( with the help of the 

server. 

5. Security analysis 

This section will present a cryptanalysis of the 

proposed protocol. The following attacks are based on 

the assumption that a malicious adversary has totally 

supervised the communication channel and has the 

capacity to intercept, insert, delete, refresh or update 

any information delivered in the public channel [23]. 

5.1. Off-line password guessing attack 

Without loss of generality, we assume the 

adversary has intercepted the message 

 aasaaaa UWNBTARVH ,,,,,,,,  transmitted from 𝐴 to 

𝑆. However, the adversary cannot guess correctly of 

the password even if he knows the transmitted 

message. In the proposed protocol, 𝐴’s password 
apw  

is mingled with the random number
ar , which is 

needed if the adversary intends to verify a guessed 

password. This random number cannot be obtained 

without knowledge of the password. Therefore, the 

proposed protocol is secure against the off-line 

password guessing attack. 
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5.2. On-line password guessing attack 

Without loss of generality, an adversary may 

eavesdrop  aasaaaa UWNBTARVH ,,,,,,,, and plan to 

pretend to be a legal user A . But the adversary  

cannot send a new valid message 

 aasaaaa UWNBTARVH ,,,,,,,,  to the trusted server 

unless he has guessed the correct password. And all 

the values  aasaaaa UWNBTARVH ,,,,,,,,  are hidden 

from the one-way hash functions, the adversary cannot 

get them because of the security of hash function.  

Therefore, our protocol can resist the un- detectable 

online password guessing attack. 

5.3. Mutual authentication 

In the proposed protocol, 𝑆  authenticates 𝐴  by 

computing 
aV  and 

aW . Furthermore, 𝑆 authenticates B 

by computing 
bV  and 

bW . 𝑆  is verified through the 

correctness of 
aT  and 

bT . Therefore, mutual authenti-

cation is achieved in the proposed protocol. 

5.4. Impersonation attack 

Assume that the adversary wants to impersonate 𝐴 

to cheat 𝑆 via intercepting the messages transmitted in 

the public channel. However, he cannot succeed until 

he can get the password of 𝐴 . As described in the 

previous subsection, the adversary is not possible to 

launch an off-line password guessing attack. That is, 

the proposed protocol is immune to the impersonation 

attack.  

5.5. The session key perfect forward secrecy 

Suppose 𝐴 has compromised all the passwords of 

the communication entities. In order to get the session 

key xyzgsk )( , he needs to know the random numbers

 zyx ,, . Nevertheless, he will face the DLP if he tries 

to get  zyx ,,  from  sbsas NKK ,, . Therefore, the 

proposed protocol can ensure the perfect forward 

secrecy. 

5.6. Replay attack 

In our protocol, we use numerous random numbers 

for each session to resist replay attack. If the adversary 

intends to resend the old messages, the corresponding 

receiver will immediately detect the attack from the 

sender. Therefore, it seems to be impossible to 

perform the replay attack to our protocol. 

6. Performance and security properties 

comparison 

In this section, we compare the performance and 

security properties of our protocol with other related 

protocols [20-22] in Fig. 2 and Table 2.  

In Fig. 2, our proposed protocol has a similar 

efficiency with Farash and Attari’s protocol even if the 

costs of our protocol are slightly higher than Tallapaly 

and Huang’s protocol. However, Tallapaly and 

Huang’s protocol is vulnerable to the on-line 

password guessing and off-line password guessing 

attacks and Huang’s protocol cannot provide mutual 

authentication. As shown in Table 2, none of the other 

protocols can resist the off-line password guessing 

attack. Therefore, our protocol is efficient and secure 

compared with other related protocols. 

 

 

Figure 2. Performance comparison 

No.of T: the number of trapdoor functions; 

No.of H: the number of hashing operations; 

No.of E: the number of exponentiation operations. 

 

Table 2. Comparison of security properties  

 

The 

proposed 

protocol 

Farash 

and 

Attari 

[22] 

Tallapally 

[21] 

Huang 

[20] 

N1 Yes Yes - No 

N2 Yes Yes Yes Yes 

N3 Yes No No No 

N4 Yes Yes No No 

N5 Yes No - - 

N6 Yes Yes Yes Yes 

N1: Provide mutual authentication; 

N2: Provide the session key perfect forward secrecy; 

N3: Withstanding off-line password guessing attack; 

N4: Withstanding on-line password guessing attack; 

N5: Withstanding impersonation attack; 

N6: Withstanding replay attack. 

7. Conclusion 

This paper mainly discussed the protocol proposed 

by Farash and Attari. We found that their protocol was 

insecure against the off-line password guessing attack, 

thus suffering from an impersonation attack. In order 

to eliminate the weaknesses of Farash and Attari’s 

protocol, we presented an enhanced three-party 

password-based authenticated key exchange protocol 

for wireless communications. We demonstrated that 
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the proposed protocol could withstand various kinds 

of attacks including attacks found in Farash and 

Attari’s protocol. In addition, we compared the 

proposed protocol with other related protocols 

regarding the performance and security features. The 

results showed that the proposed protocol was more 

secure than Farash and Attari’s protocol without 

increasing the computation cost. All in all, the 

proposed protocol is suitable for the wireless 

environments. 
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